Animal Foster & Liability Release Agreement

Name of Foster Guardian(s): ____________________________________________

Address (where foster animal(s) will reside):
Street: ______________________________ City: ____________________________ State: _____ Zip: ______

Home Phone: __________ Cell Phone: _________________________________

E-mail address: __________________________

Pet(s) Name: __________________________________________________________________________

Date pet(s) accepted in foster care by Foster Guardian: (mm/dd/yy) __________________________

____ It is agreed this pet is owned by A Paw and A Prayer (APAAP) until officially adopted with an adoption contract. It is understood APAAP can have the pet at any time from the Foster Guardian (or anyone in possession of the dog) or foster care at any time.

____ Foster Guardian understands that periodic updates with photos are required to foster a pet for APAAP. It is understood that APAAP may inquire and physically visit the animal at any time to ensure the animal’s welfare and happiness. Foster Guardian agrees to respond to any and all inquiries in a timely manner within 24 hours.

____ Foster Guardian has been told of the animal's known temperament and behavior and understands a pet is an individual animal with its own mind and there are inherent risks with the guardianship or fostering of any animal - there is no expressed or implied temperament guarantee. Foster Guardian agrees to be fully responsible for the pet while fostering the animal – until it is safely returned to APAAP. If any unmanageable condition or issue arises or is discovered, the Foster Guardian shall immediately notify and safely return the animal to APAAP.

____ APAAP will cover all necessary medical needs of the foster pet while in foster care. In case of medical needs or emergencies, Foster Guardian agrees to notify and transport pet (small companion animals) to either your APAAP representative or agreed upon Medical representative (Veterinarian/Animal Hospital). Any medical expenses outside of those obtained at approved or recommended facilities are the sole responsibility of the Foster Guardian.

____ If the animal is no longer wanted or cannot be kept by the Foster Guardian, the Foster Guardian shall immediately notify and/or safely return the animal to APAAP as soon as possible CONTACT your APAAP representative.

____ All transportation of the animal shall be in a secure, safe, and proper way. Animal shall not be transported in the open bed of a truck at any time.

____ Anything attached to the animal - collar/halter/harness - shall be inspected by the Foster Guardian.
on the 1st and 15th of each month to ensure proper fit and comfort,

_____If the pet is ever lost or stolen, the Foster Guardian shall immediately notify APAAP (within six hours) and make every effort to find the animal and file official reports through law enforcement and all county animal control agencies (within all bordering counties). If the pet is lost or stolen while in possession of the Foster Guardian, the Foster Guardian shall be responsible for any and all costs associated with safely recovering the animal. If the animal is not recovered the Foster Guardian is responsible for the costs for attempting to recover the pet or the regular adoption fee for that pet, whichever is more.

_____In case of the pet’s death, the body or remains of the animal shall be returned to APAAP as soon as possible (within 48 hours) and protected from insect infestation.

_____This pet shall be under adult supervision at all times. It is agreed the Foster Guardian shall take extra care and responsibility to ensure a harmonious and safe environment for both the pet and anyone that comes into contact with the animal at any time - especially when allowing the pet outside (pet theft) and introducing or allowing the pet to interact with people, children of any age, dogs, cats, or other animals, etc.

_____Responsible to bring foster dogs for adoption every Saturday by 11:30AM and Sunday by 12:30PM until it is adopted. Sometimes adoptions occur quickly, sometimes not - it is a week to week thing. Eventually, every dog is placed in their special home where they will never again know the fear and pain it has lived with. Adoption hours are Saturday from Noon- 5:00PM and Sunday 1:00PM to 5:00PM

_____If Foster Guardian wishes to adopt the pet, Foster Guardian will notify APAAP as soon as possible and complete the adoption agreement and pay the FULL adoption fee so that other applicants are not disappointed or turned away after applying for the pet in the Foster Guardian’s care. In addition, APAAP has the right to deny adoption by the Foster Guardian.

_____The Foster Guardian shall be responsible for the safe return of the animal to APAAP within 24 hours of the request by APAAP.

I ___________________ (Foster Guardian) understand and agree to all of the above and I promise and agree to be solely responsible for this animal as of the date listed on this agreement or until the animal is safely returned or released to rescue at APAAP. I agree, indemnify and hold harmless A Paw and A Prayer Dog Rescue, or any other individual (representative, rescuer, etc.) from any and all claims of liability for the conduct of this animal on and after the date of this foster agreement. This Release of Liability and Indemnification shall apply to all known, unknown and unanticipated damages resulting from my choosing to foster and control the animal.

Foster Date(mm/dd/yy): ______________________
Foster Guardian: ________________________________
APAAP Representative: ___________________________ Phone: ________________
Representative’s E-mail address: ____________________________

THANK YOU FOR FOSTERING A RESCUE ANIMAL

A PAW AND A PRAYER DOG RESCUE
PHONE: 423-718-0939
EMAIL: APAWANDAPRAYER@AOL.COM
Judy Butterfield
APAWANDAPRAYER.com